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PHENOMENOLOGICAL PHASE DIAGRAM OF SUPERFLUID3He IN A STRETCHED AEROGELI. A. Fomin *Kapitza Institute for Physial Problems, Russian Aademy of Siene119334, Mosow, RussiaReeived January 21, 2014Highly anisotropi �nematially ordered� aerogel indues global uniaxial anisotropy in super�uid 3He. Theanisotropy lowers symmetry of 3He in the aerogel from spherial to axial. As a result, instead of one transitiontemperature in a state with an orbital moment l = 1 there are two, orresponding to projetions lz = 0 andlz = �1. This splitting has a pronouned e�et on the phase diagram of super�uid 3He and on the strutures ofthe appearing phases. Possible phase diagrams, obtained phenomenologially on the basis of Landau expansionof the thermodynami potential in the viinity of the transition temperature are presented here. The orderparameters orresponding to eah phase and their temperature dependenes are found.DOI: 10.7868/S00444510140501031. INTRODUCTIONAt a triplet Cooper pairing, the transition temper-ature T is degenerate with respet to three proje-tions of spin. In super�uid 3He, where Cooper pairsare formed in a state with the orbital angular momen-tum l = 1, there is additional degeneray with re-spet to three projetions of the orbital angular mo-mentum. A proper superposition of all omponents isrepresented by an order parameter, whih is a 3 � 3matrix of omplex amplitudes A�j . The spin proje-tions are labeled here by the index � and the orbitalones, by j. The onrete form of the order param-eter is determined by minimizing the orrespondingthermodynami potential with respet to A�j . In thease of super�uid 3He, depending on pressure, the sta-ble minima orrespond to order parameters desrib-ing the Anderson�Brinkman�Morel (ABM) or Ballian�Werthammer (BW) phases [1℄. In both ases, the formof the order parameter does not hange with tempera-ture, and only the overall amplitude � inreases uponooling. This is eventually a manifestation of the men-tioned degeneray.Lowering the spherial symmetry of liquid 3He byexternal �elds or oriented impurities an split the tran-sition to the super�uid state and partly separate ele-*E-mail: fomin�kapitza.ras.ru

ments that under ooling evolve together into the or-responding order parameter. For example, the degen-eray of T over spin projetions is lifted by a magneti�eld H�. Its prinipal e�et is desribed by the Zeemanterm in the free energy�H � H�H�A�jA��j ;whih has to be added to the expansion of the free en-ergy in powers of A�j . As a result, the transition tem-perature T is split into two, suh that the transitiontemperature for sz = �1 is higher than that for sz = 0,and in the magneti �eld, the ABM phase, whih doesnot inlude the sz = 0 omponent, is formed �rst.Similarly, the degeneray of T with respet to theorbital projetions is lifted by global orbital anisotropy.Suh anisotropy an be indued by a deformed aero-gel immersed in super�uid 3He [2℄. Aoyama andIkeda [3℄ theoretially studied the e�et of uniaxialglobal anisotropy on the phase diagram of super�uid3He. Their argument was based on a model in whihglobal anisotropy is indued by the averaged e�et ofanisotropi sattering of quasipartiles by oriented im-purities. They predited, in partiular, that a uniaxialstreth of aerogel just below the transition tempera-ture would stabilize the polar phase, whih on oolingto lower temperatures undergoes a ontinuous transi-tion to the distorted ABM phase and eventually theBW phase is formed via a �rst-order transition. Thesepreditions were tested in experiments with the �ne-matially ordered� aerogel [4℄, whih an be regarded871



I. A. Fomin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014as being in�nitely strethed. The phase diagram foundexperimentally on�rms the predited sequene of thephase transitions, but other, even qualitative featuresof the two phase diagrams are di�erent.In this paper, possible phase diagrams of super�uid3He in a strethed aerogel are onsidered phenomeno-logially. It is shown that depending on the values ofphenomenologial parameters haraterizing this sys-tem, di�erent routes of development of the order pa-rameter upon ooling from the transition temperatureare possible. The orbital anisotropy is formally de-sribed by an additional term in the thermodynamipotential �� � �jlA�jA��l;where �jl is a real symmetri tensor, whih an be takentraeless. It is assumed to be uniform (i. e., indepen-dent of the oordinate). Random loal anisotropy isnegleted. This approximation is well justi�ed in thepresent ontext, when only strutures of order param-eters of possible phases are onsidered. On the otherhand, random anisotropy an strongly a�et the orien-tation of order parameters of the distorted ABM and ofthe axi-planar phases, giving rise to a randomly nonuni-form Larkin�Imry�Ma (LIM) state. In the ase of astrethed aerogel, it is a two-dimensional LIM state,as disussed in Refs. [5, 6℄. In omparing with exper-iment, in partiular, with NMR data, a orrespondingaveraging over orientations of the order parameter hasto be made.With the global anisotropy taken into aount, thestandard expansion of the thermodynami potential inpowers of A�j is�s = �n +Neff [(�Æjl + �jl)A�jA��l ++ 12(�1A�jA�jA��lA��l + �2A�jA��jA�lA��l ++ �3A�jA�jA��lA��l + �4A�jA��jA�lA��l ++ �5A�jA��jA�lA��l)℄: (1)Here, � = T � TTis the dimensionless temperature, T is the transitiontemperature, de�ned suh that it inludes all globalisotropi shifts from the orresponding temperature ofbulk 3He. The overall oe�ient Neff has the dimen-sion of density of states. Phenomenologial oe�ients�1; : : : ; �5 depend on the pressure and the propertiesof the aerogel. When anisotropy is uniaxial, in properaxes �xx = �yy = ��; �zz = 2�:

In ontrast to a magneti �eld, whih always favorssz = �1 projetions, a uniaxial deformation of theaerogel, depending on the sign of �, favors either thelz = �1 or lz = 0 projetion. For a ompressed aero-gel, � > 0 and the states with lz = �1 have a highertransition temperature, while for a strethed aerogel,� < 0, a state with lz = 0 is favored.Stabilization of the polar phase by a strethed aero-gel within this approah follows immediately from theexpliit form of the seond-order terms in the expres-sion for thermodynami potential (1):(� + 2�)A�zA��z + (� � �)(A�xA��x +A�yA��y):For negative �, the highest transition temperature is� = �2�. For realisti values of the oe�ients �, inpartiular, if �15 < 0 (here and in what follows, onven-tional shorthand notation for sums of � oe�ients isused, e. g., �1 + �5 = �15, et.) below � = �2� the su-per�uid polar phase is favored [7℄. Its order parameteran be written asA0�j = �0 exp(i') d�mj ;where d� is a real spin vetor and mj is a unit vetorin z-diretion.The polar phase is stable within the interval of tem-peratures � � �. On further ooling, the suppressedangular momentum projetions lz = �1 ome into ef-fet; they hange the order parameter symmetry andfurther phase transitions an our. While stabiliza-tion of the polar phase pratially depends only on thesign of �, its stability interval and the sequene of fur-ther transitions also depend on the values of the oe�-ients �1; : : : ; �5. To avoid the disussion of nonrealis-ti situations, we have to restrit the region of admit-ted values of �s. Within the BCS theory, their valuesare proportional to one ombination of the parameters,�0 = 7�(3)=8�2T 2 :�1; : : : ; �5 = �0(�1=2; 1; 1; 1;�1):This set of values of the �s is referred to as the weakoupling limit [1℄. In the de�nition of �0 �(3) is theRiemann zeta funtion. The observed thermodynamiproperties of bulk super�uid 3He in the viinity of Tan be �tted by the �1; : : : ; �5 that deviate from theirweak oupling values by 10�20% [8℄. The deviationsare smaller at low pressures. For 3He in an aerogel, thesituation is less ertain. Impurities give rise to orre-tions to the � oe�ients of the order of �0=�, where�0 is the orrelation length of super�uid 3He and � isthe mean free path. This ratio is of the order of 1=10.In what follows, we assume that deviations of the �s872



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014 Phenomenologial phase diagram of super�uid 3He : : :for super�uid 3He in a nematially ordered aerogel fromtheir-weak oupling values are also of the order of 1=10,at least at low pressures.There is another reason for restriting the presentdisussion to a region of low pressures (for example,below 10 bar). The diameters of strands in a nemati-ally ordered aerogel, estimated as d � 10 nm [4℄, arebigger than in silia aerogels and an be omparablewith the orrelation length of super�uid 3He, whih atpressures above 20 bar is about 20 nm. When d � �0,perturbation of the order parameter in a viinity of astrand is of the order of unity. Well below T, the on-densate varies over a distane � �0, whih is smallerthan the average distane �a � 200 nm. In this situa-tion, the ondensate is essentially nonuniform and theaverage order parameter does not properly harater-ize the state of 3He. The uniform approximation worksbetter at low pressures and in the viinity of T in theregion where the Ginzburg and Landau (GL) oherenelength �(T ) exeeds not only the diameter of a strandbut also �a. In this GL region d � �a � �(T ), the av-erage order parameter A�j is a suitable harateristiof the state of super�uid 3He.Preliminary results of phenomenologial analysis ofthe phase diagram of super�uid 3He in a nematiallyordered aerogel were published before [7℄. A prinipalsuggestion in that paper was to regard the extra line(ESP2) in the experimentally found phase diagram asevidene of the possible stability (or meta-stability) ofthe axi-planar phase. Further experiments and theiranalysis [9℄ have shown that this suggestion is not or-ret. Nevertheless, there remains the question of pos-sible stability of the axi-planar phase in an anisotropienvironment. It was shown in [7℄ that the axi-planarphase is a possible minimum of the thermodynami po-tential at weak-oupling values of the phenomenologialoe�ients �. The weak-oupling limit orresponds toa singular point in the spae of parameters � and thesolution presented in Ref. [7℄ is only one of many possi-bilities. In what follows, the question of stability of theaxi-planar phase is disussed with the aount of thementioned singularity, and the onditions determiningthe possibility of its existene are found.2. FURTHER PHASESTo �nd further possible phase transitions, we rep-resent the order parameter asA�j = A0�j + a�j ;

where A0�j = �0 exp(i') d�mjis the order parameter of the polar phase and a�j is asmall inrement, and expand the hange of the thermo-dynami potential �� � �s � �nNeffin powers of a�j , separating terms of di�erent orders:�� = ��0 + ��2 + ��4: (2)The zeroth-order term in a�j ,��0 = �20(� + 2�) + 12�12345�40; (3)represents the energy gain of the polar phase with re-spet to the normal phase and determines the temper-ature dependene of the amplitude �0:�20 = �� + 2��12345 :The expliit form of the seond-order term depends onthe hoie of gauge for A0�j . It is onvenient to take' = 0, suh that A0�j is a real matrix. The expetedtransition is due to the ourrene of two of angular mo-mentum projetions lz = �1 previously suppressed bythe anisotropy. This means that only the omponentsof a�j transverse to mj are essential, and the onditiona�jmj = 0 has to be imposed. With this simpli�ation,we have��2 = (� � �)a�ja��j ++ 12�20f�1(a�ja�j + a��ja��j) + 2�2a�ja��j ++ �3d�d�(a�ja�j + a��ja��j) + 2�45d�d�a�ja��jg: (4)All experimentally observed transitions ours at j� j �� 0:1, where Eq. (1) is still a good approximation for��. For this reason, orretions of the order of � , origi-nating from the higher-order terms in the expansion of�� over A�j , are negleted and terms of the fourth orderin a�j have the same form as the analogous terms inEq. (1) with the substitution of a�j instead of A�j :��4 = 12Xs �sIs(a�j ; a��l): (5)The polar phase preserves its stability (or meta-stability) until ��2 is positive de�nite with respet toa�j . The oe�ients in ��2 are determined by the moresymmetri (polar) phase. In partiular, d� and mj873



I. A. Fomin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014are the respetive symmetry axes in spin and orbitalspaes, and therefore the omponents of a�j paralleland perpendiular to d� are essentially di�erent. Ofpossible orientations in the orbital spae only the om-ponents perpendiular to mj are essential, as was ex-plained above. Beause of the �xed gauge of the polarphase, ��2 is not gauge invariant with respet to a�j .On the other hand ��2 is T -invariant and the transitionto T -even, 2b�j = a�j + a��j ;and T -odd, 2i�j = a�j � a��j ;ombinations of a�j diagonalizes ��2:��2 = �1(�; �)(Æ�� � d�d�)b�jb�j + [�1(�; �) ++ (�45 � 2�1 � �3)�20℄d�d��j�j +�2(�; �)�� d�d�b�jb�j + [�2(�; �)� (�45 + 2�1 + �3)�20℄�� (Æ�� � d�d�)�j�j : (6)Here, �1 = � � �+ �12�20and �2 = � � �+ �12345�20:Hene, for eah j, there are four di�erent variables: realand imaginary parts of the omponents of a�j paralleland orthogonal to d�. In priniple, there may be fourdi�erent ontinuous transitions from the polar phaseinto a less symmetri phase. Eah of the transitions o-urs when the oe�ient in front of the orrespondingseond-order term hanges sign, e. g., the omponentof the real part of a�j that is perpendiular to d� anour at � determined by the ondition�1(�; �) = 0:Most important is the transition with the highest of thefour values of � .When the oe�ients �s have their weak-ouplingvalues, the ombinations�45 � " = 0and 2�1 + �3 � � = 0:Instead of four di�erent transition temperatures, thereare two in this limit, and they are determined by theonditions �1(�1; �) = 0and �2(�2; �) = 0;

both being doubly degenerate. The degeneray is amanifestation of the �hidden symmetry�, whih existsin the weak-oupling limit for the equal spin pairing(ESP) states. For suh states, the quantization axis ofspin an be hosen suh that the ondensate of Cooperpairs ontains only pairs with spin projetions �1. TheBCS Hamiltonian in that ase does not ouple onden-sates with di�erent spin projetions and these two on-densates an be treated as independent. In partiular,they an have di�erent orientations of the orbital partsof the order parameter and di�erent omplex phases.Strong-oupling orretions give rise to a oupling be-tween the two ondensates and lift the orrespondingdegeneray. The �hidden symmetry� was previouslydisussed in the ontext of lassifying olletive modesin the ABM phase [1; 10℄.The ondition �2(�; �) = 0 leads to � = 0. At a�nite �, there is no transition, resulting in ourreneof b�j parallel to d�j and �j perpendiular to d�j . An-other ondition �1(�; �) = 0 has the solution� � �B = �(1 + 3�12=�345):In the weak-oupling limit below this � , the inremen-tal order parameter is a linear ombination of b�j per-pendiular to d�j and �j parallel to d�j . When thestrong-oupling orretions are restored, they lift thisdegeneray suh that �B relates only to the perpendi-ular b�j , while the parallel omponents �j an ourbelow �A = �(3�245 � �13)2�13 :The di�erene between the two transition temperaturesan be expressed in terms of the parameters " and �introdued above:�A � �B = 3��123452�13�345 ("� �):Depending on the sign of the di�erene " � �, oneor another type of the order parameter is favored.The strong-oupling orretions �transfer� the orbitalanisotropy in the spin spae. If d� is taken as a quanti-zation axis, the omponents parallel to d� orrespondto sz = 0 and the perpendiular ones, to sz = �1. At" > �, the favored inremental order parameter is aombination of projetions sz = �1, and hene the fullorder parameter isAB�j = �0d�mj +�2e�lj +�3f�nj ; (7)where nj and lj are two mutually orthogonal vetorsthat together with mj form a basis in the orbital spae,and �2 and�3 are real amplitudes. Minimizing �� withrespet to the amplitudes �0, �2, and �3 yields874



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014 Phenomenologial phase diagram of super�uid 3He : : :�22 = �23 = � � � �B3�12 + �345 ; �20 = � 3��345 +�22with the energy gain�B � �p = � �345�12345(3�12 + �345) (� � �B)2:This is the order parameter of the distorted BW phase;it is spei�ed by two amplitudes �0 and �2 with dif-ferent temperature dependenes [3, 7℄.For onditions of the experiments in [4℄ on oolingfrom the polar phase, the distorted ABM phase ours�rst. This means that the opposite inequality " < � issatis�ed. In this ase, the inrement �j is parallel tod�; it orresponds to sz = 0, and the resulting orderparameter is AA�j = �0d�mj + i�1d�nj : (8)Here, �1 is a real amplitude. The temperature depen-denes of �0 and �1 are found by minimizing ��:�21 = �� � �A2�245 ; �20 = � 3�2�13 � � � �A2�245 :In omparison with the polar phase, the new phase hasa lower thermodynami potential. The gain is�A � �p = � �132�245�12345 (� � �A)2;see [7℄. The distorted BW phase in Eq. (8) in onditionsof the experiments in [4℄ is reahed via a �rst-ordertransition. The temperature �B preserves its mean-ing of the upper limit temperature for existene of thisphase and determines temperature dependenes of theamplitudes �22 and �23.3. AXI-PLANAR PHASEIn the distorted ABM phase, d� is still a symme-try axis in spin spae. Further lowering this symmetryvia a ontinuous phase transition is possible at ool-ing when the suppressed perpendiular projetion b�jomes into e�et. Analysis of the stability of AA�j withrespet to b�j along the lines of the preeding setionwith the order parameter of the formA�j = AA�j + b�jyields��2 = [���+�12�20+(�234��15)�21℄(b�jnj)(b�ini) ++ [� � �+ �12�20 + (�1 � �2)�21℄(b�j lj)(b�ili) (9)

instead of Eq. (6). The ombination in frontof (b�jnj)(b�ini) is positive, but that in front of(b�j lj)(b�ili) hanges sign at � = �AP , where�AP = ��2 + 3�2 �245�13 �" : (10)It is the temperature of a ontinuous transition in thephase with �nite (b�j lj)(b�ili). Its dependene on theparameters � and " in the limit as � ! 0 and "! 0 issingular. It follows from�AP � �A = 3�2 �245�13 ��" � 1�that �AP < �A if � > ". The transition temperature�AP is not far from �A if " � �. At " � 3��, �APmoves to lower temperatures, well beyond the limit ofappliability of expansion (1). Below �AP , the orderparameter is that of the axi-planar phase:A�j = �0d�mj + i�1d�nj +�2e�lj : (11)Minimizing the thermodynami potential with respetto �0, �1, �2 gives the following equations for theamplitudes:[�12345�20 + (�245 � �13)�21 ++ �12�22 + (� + 2�)℄�0 = 0; (12)[(�245 � �13)�20 + �12345�21 ++ (�2 � �1)�22 + (� � �)℄�1 = 0; (13)[�12�20+(�2��1)�21+�12345�22+(���)℄�2 = 0: (14)In the ase � > ", solutions of these equations repro-due the sequene of phase transitions under oolingfrom � = �2�. At �A < � < �2�, a stable solution is�1 = 0, �2 = 0, and from Eq. (12),�20 = �� + 2��12345 :At � = �A, �1 starts to inrease, indiating a seond-order phase transition in the distorted ABM phase, asdisussed at the end of the preeding setion. If �AP iswithin the appliability limits of the Ginzburg�Landauexpansion, the distorted ABM phase remains stable inthe interval �AP < � < �A. Below �AP , �2 beomes �-nite and Eqs. (12)�(14) admit a solution orrespondingto the axi-planar phase:�22 = "�13(�AP � �)(� + ")�2�3 + "��23 + "2�13 ; (15)875



I. A. Fomin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014�21 = � 3�4�13 � � "" + (�3 + ")�2�13" �22; (16)�20 = � + "2�13" ��3�2 + �3�22� : (17)It follows from Eq. (15) that the axi-planar phasean exist only if " > 0. Experimentally, it an bedeteted by CW NMR method. As was disussed inRef. [7℄, when the magneti �eld is perpendiular tothe anisotropy axis, the transverse NMR shift is zerofor the distorted ABM phase, but it is �nite and pro-portional to �22 in the axi-planar phase. The transitionould also be deteted by a jump in the spei� heatat ooling of the distorted ABM phase.Both �22 and �AP are very sensitive to the valuesof the parameters � and ", whih for super�uid 3He ina nematially ordered aerogel are poorly known. Cur-rently, it is di�ult to even estimate their values. Inthe published NMR data [4℄, the distorted ABM phaseremains meta-stable until � 0:7T, when it jumps tothe low-temperature phase, whih is identi�ed as a dis-torted BW phase. There is no indiation of a ontinu-ous transition of the distorted ABM in the axi-planarphase. A more detailed theoretial disussion of theproperties of the axi-planar phase ould be appropri-ate if suh indiations would be available.4. DISCUSSIONA nematially ordered aerogel turned out to be ane�ient tool for �deomposing� the order parameter ofsuper�uid 3He into its onstituents. Phenomenologi-al analysis shows that, in priniple, there are morepossible phase diagrams than observed in real 3He andfound in the model alulation in [3℄. The �rst super-�uid phase realized immediately below T is always thepolar phase. Its symmetry is higher than that of themost stable phases at low temperature, ABM and BW.This means that these phases an be reahed in steps,via one or more phase transitions. The onrete routedepends on partiular values of the phenomenologialparameters �. Of importane are two ombinations ofthese parameters, " = �4 + �5and � = 2�1 + �3:If " > �, the distorted BW phase an form at oolingvia a seond-order transition diretly from the polar
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